Same as Report (SAR)
appropriate mitigation and management strategies to minimize future impacts can be implemented.
Climate change susceptibility analyses are typically addressed in two ways: 1) efforts focused primarily on the extent of climatic change (e.g., change in temperature and precipitation, storm frequency, sea-level rise); and 2) efforts focused on the loss of unique habitats or targeted species of conservation concern within a given ecosystem. While these factors are influenced by the changes in climate, some are influenced by changes in distant parts of the world (e.g., sea level rise resulting from warming in the arctic), or may be near a tipping point such that a small change may result in a disproportionate shift in the impact (Chen et al. 2011; Joshi et al. 2012) . Thus, climate change analyses that focus solely on temperature and precipitation changes and ignore other real impacts may not fully represent the true vulnerability of a region to climate change. Additionally, focusing on a single species or habitat fails to provide a holistic assessment of impacts to a region.
Consequently, a GIS-based methodology was developed that is capable of incorporating various data sources indicating potential impacts of climate change (either directly or indirectly) into a single cohesive susceptibility analysis. Specifically, this methodology allows the user to assess data sets collected in different units to project future conditions at varying spatial resolutions. This technical note provides a framework to integrate multiple data sources while still allowing the user to acquire only necessary data sources pertinent to the aspect of climate change s/he is examining (e.g., predicted precipitation change weighted higher than predicted temperature change for flood risk assessments). This option allows the user to customize the risk vulnerability score based on variable importance, thereby highlighting which factors pose the greatest risk under predicted future environmental conditions. This technique has allowed the creation of a susceptibility analysis method that can be used by interested groups with different priorities, while still enabling users to assess their results in the geographic context of a larger effort.
METHODOLOGY:
There are multiple steps to developing climate change susceptibility analysis using this framework. Initial steps involve generating a list of factors that will be incorporated into the analysis. The user should first determine the spatial extent in which the analyses will be conducted, with a larger scale recommended, as climate data is broadly generalized at localized levels. Next, users should acquire the necessary data ( Figure 1, Step 1). This may involve using publically available data (e.g., climate data from www.climatewizard.com) or incorporating specific data layers (e.g., vegetation changes, sea level rise, and flood risk) used in previous susceptibility analyses and potentially at different scales of resolution. In some circumstances, this process may identify data needs that must be met for a complete susceptibility analysis to be conducted.
Next, users need to obtain predicted data for a future time period of interest. Climate projections are typically available as 30-year average estimates, with the year 2080 often reported for endof-century estimates; the timespan typically runs from 2070-2099. These future projections allow the user to calculate a percentage change from current conditions to a future time scale of interest ( Figure 1, Step 2). Once completed across the study area, the user normalizes values by dividing all percent changes by the maximum value for that parameter. This puts all of the parameters on the same scale for later analyses. Once the normalization process is completed for each of the parameters, the parameters should be included into a single susceptibility analysis by Figure 1 . Flowchart of the susceptibility framework showing how user-defined current and future parameter values are combined, normalized, and weighted to give and overall susceptibility score based on the mean and standard deviation of uncorrelated susceptibility values (solid lines). Parameters can be any variables that might influence susceptibility scores, from temperature and precipitation changes, to sea level rise and vegetation changes.
Step 1:
establishing a series of weighted coefficients (Figure 1, Step 3). These weighted coefficient values can be as simple or as complex as desired, but each set of parameters should adhere to the same weighting scenario. Therefore, when combined vulnerability scores are calculated, the user will have a more robust measure of combined susceptibility. For example, in a three-parameter situation, if one weighting assignment was 80%,10%,10%, then each of these weighting scenarios should be used on each parameter (80% used for each parameter, three total sets of weightings). Using the weighting schemes developed, the susceptibility scores for a grid cell are calculated by the following formula:
Parameters nValue = As raster-based grid cells are generally utilized in climate vulnerability analyses for a variety of reasons, primarily due to processing advantages, the authors use raster-based grid size as the computational area. The grid size incorporated for an analysis can be variable in size due to multiple scales of data analyzed; however, the user should be cautioned that the resolution of the data is only as good as the largest grid cell size used and that resampling data to this extent is recommended. The calculation of the susceptibility scores for each grid cell and for each weighting scenario examined results in a large number of susceptibility scores calculated. The user can go through a data reduction effort to focus on scores that are independent of one another. This removes weighting schemes that are not statistically different from one another, leaving only weighting scenarios that provide independent and meaningful results in the overall susceptibility analyses (Figure 1, step 4) . One approach for this data reduction technique is to conduct pairwise correlation analyses. For sets of data where the weighting scenario for all parameters is shown to be highly correlated with another weighting scenario, one of the weighting scenarios is removed. For example, if there were three parameters being used, and the result of a 70%, 15%, 15% weighting scenario is similar to another weighting scenario, one of these is arbitrarily chosen to be removed. These comparisons are made until all of the weighting scenarios that remain are statistically different, maximizing the range of values obtained while minimizing the number of weighting scenarios used. Completing the weighting scenario reduction process programmatically allows the user to derive actionable information as efficiently as possible. Finally, an average and variation of susceptibility metrics can be calculated to evaluate and compare regions of interest (Figure 1) .
DISCUSSION:
This assessment technique provides a framework that can be used by natural resource managers and scientists to analyze the effects of climate change with respect to ecosystem vulnerabilities. The vulnerabilities can be caused by direct changes in climate or changes in other specific factors, such as sea level rise, vegetation changes, and flood risk. Further, this method allows for weighting scenarios to be applied to multiple parameters of interest to assess an array of ecosystem vulnerabilities and identify areas with highly variable or sensitive responses to climate change.
An important part of this process is the normalization of values of each parameter examined. Since most of these parameters are reported initially as a percentage change from the current condition, there is a need to equalize the potential effects of any given factor. Although the percent change may be different among parameters, the impact of that change is unknown; thus, the largest percentage change may not have the largest impact. Through the process of normalization, the parameters can be equally weighted for comparative analyses across multiple scales and variables incorporated, allowing the user the flexibility to assess how climate susceptibility is affected by variable weightings of select parameters.
While this framework provides an opportunity to easily combine multiple data sources -that are often freely available from many federal, state, and global agencies -into a single climate change susceptibility analysis, the scalable methodology allows for updates to the initial analysis as new data are obtained, creating a robust framework for assessing climate vulnerabilities by incorporating both external and internal forces on ecosystems. Further, the user can alter the weighting coefficient of a select variable to determine where the greatest impact on the landscape is likely to occur for that variable in the context of an overall susceptibility analysis, where all considered variables are weighted equally. Having an understanding of the average susceptibility scores as well as the variation in the scores across the scenarios can give natural resource managers the ability to prioritize areas with a high chance of success regardless of the specific scenario utilized. SUMMARY: Using the approach described herein, it is possible for land managers and decision makers to use GIS-derived data to assess overall susceptibility for an area of interest and provide an overlay analysis to determine regional susceptibility to climate change within varying land management frameworks. This analytical method provides a framework that incorporates multiple data sources into a unique climate change susceptibility analysis framework that can be conducted on a regional scale and be readily adapted as new data becomes available. Thus, a single metric or combination of metrics can be calculated and dynamically visualized. Synthesizing data from a variety of sources, this GIS framework provides the user with a powerful tool for projecting climate change impacts. 
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